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Abstract 
Diamond, B., Wallman prebases, Topology and its Applications 39 ( 1991) 21 l-216. 
Let X be completely regular and Hausdorff. We define the notion of a Wallman prebase for X 
in a manner analogous to that of the Wallman base used in the construction of a Wallman 
compactification of X. Corresponding to each Wallman prebase of X is a closed completely 
regular Hausdorff image of X. Conversely, every closed completely regular HausdorR image Y 
of X gives rise to a number of Wallman prebases of X, one for each Wallman base of Y. A 
natural way of identifying “equivalent” Wallman prebases yields a I- 1 correspondence between 
prebases and closed images. Restrictions on the Wallman prebase yield images and maps satisfying 
stronger conditions. In particular, a space is the perfect preimage of a rimcompact space if and 
only if it has a Wallman prebase satisfying certain conditions. 
Keywords: Wallman base, rimcompact, irreducible map. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54Bl5, 54C10. 
In the following, all spaces are completely regular and Hausdorff. space is 
rimcompact if it possesses a base of open sets with compact boundaries. The notion 
of rimcompactness is an easily stated generalization of the notions of local compact- 
ness and 0-dimensionality (in the sense of small inductive dimension). The classes 
of perfect preimages (that is, the left-fitting hulls) of both locally compact and 
O-dimensional spaces are easy to characterize. A space is the perfect preimage of a 
locally compact space if and only if it is locally compact, while a 
preimage of a O-dimensional space if and only if its connect 
compact and have a base of open-closed sets (thus its connect components are 
quasi-components; the existence of 
components are singletons indica 
components are compact a are 
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The characterization of the perfect preimages of rimcompact spaces is less straight- 
forward. First of all, the perfect preimage of even a O-dimensional space need not 
be rimcompact; according to [ 1,2.3], the space Q x Z is not rimcompact (where Q 
and Z denote the rational numbers and the unit interval respectively). A reasonab 
conjecture is the following: a space X is the perfect preimage of a rimcompact 
space if and only if there is a decomposition of X into compact sets, each having 
a base of open sets with compact boundaries. We reported some partial results in 
[2] but were unable to prove or disprove this conjecture. A decomposition with the 
above properties need not have a Hausdorff decomposition space (see the remarks 
following 2.6 of 121). Examples 3.1 and 3.2 of [2] show that even if the associated 
decomposition space is Hausdorff, the refining collection of sets 
(n (cl,U: bd,U is compact, x E U}: x f X) 
need not be a partition of X, and thus cannot be used to provide a “canonical” 
rimcompact image of X. The examples indicate that more structure on the collection 
of open sets with compact boundaries, or n-open sets, is necessary. 
In this paper, we generalize the well-known notion of a Wallman base in the 
definition of a Wallman prebase (Definition Ll), and prove that a space X is the 
perfect preimage of a rimcompact space if and only if the collection n(X) of 
closures of r-open sets of X contains a Wallman prebase Sp for X having some 
additional properties. 
Recall that a subring of closed subsets of a space X is a collection of closed sets 
that contains the empty set 0 and X, and is closed under finite unions and inter- 
sections. 
Definition 1.1. Let 9’ be a subring of closed subsets of a space X. 
(a) this T,ifwheneverA~YandxeA,thereisB~Y’withx~BandAnB=0. 
(b) 9 is normal if whenever A,B E 9, with An B =0, there are C,~E 9’ with 
A~X\CEDEX\B. 
(c) Y’forms a closed base at the set T if whenever T n F = (c, for F closed in X, 
there is SEEP with Fc S and Sn T=@ 
(d) 9’ is a Wallman prebase for X if 9’ is a normal T, subring of closed sets that 
is a closed base at each of the sets n (x, 9) = n {S E 9: x E 9}, for x E X. 
(e) 9’ is a Wullman base for X if 9 is a Wallman prebase for which n (x, 9) = (x} 
for each x E X. 
In general, a base for the closed sets of a space X need not be a Wallman base 
for X; in particular, the base need not be normal. However, if X is a completely 
regular Hausdorff space then the zero sets of X form a Wallman base. It is easy to 
show that X is rimcompact if and only if the collection 17(X) of closures of n-open 
sets of X is a Wallman base for X, If X is not rimcompact, ZZ(X) need not be T, 
or normal (Example 3.2). The main result of this paper is the following: a space X 
is the perfect preimage of a rimcompact space if and only if n(X) contains a 
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Wallman prebase 9’ for X such that n (x, 3’) is compact and connected for each 
XEX. 
2. The main results 
The next results present a correspondence between closed functions on a space 
X and Wallman prebases of X. In the following, if f: X -, Y is a map, and 9 
9 are collections of subsets of X and Y, respectively, then fly] and f *[Sp’] will 
denote {f [ S]: S E 3’) and {f *[S’]: S’E y’}, respectively. 
mma 2.1. Suppose that f: X + Y is a continuous map, and that Sp is a collection of 
closed subsets of Y. Then: 
(a) .f +[tsp] is T, if and only if9 is T,, 
(b) f +[sP] is normal if and only if 9 is normal, 
(c) The following are equivalent: 
(i) f ‘[9] is a Wallman prebase for X, with n (x, f ‘[y]) = f *f(x) for x E X, 
(ii) 9’ is a Wallman base for Y and f is closed. 
roof. The proofs of (a) and (b) are trivial. 
(c) If 9 is a Wallman base for Y, then for x E X, n (x, f ‘[Y]) = f *f(x). Suppose 
that f is closed; we wish to show that for x E X, f -[9] forms a closed base at the 
set n (x, f ‘[y]). If n (x, f *[9’]) n F= 0, for F closed in X, then f(x) E f [F]. Since 
f[F]isclosedin Y,thereisS~9withf(x)tiSandf[F]cS.Hencen(x,f’[9])n 
f ‘[S] =0, while Fc f ‘[S]. 
Conversely, suppose that f '[9'] is a Wallman prebase for X, and that 
n(x,f’[sP])=f’f(x). If F is c’osed in X and f(x)Ef[F], then f+f(x)nF=fl. 
There is S&+‘with xtif’[S] and Fsf’[S]. Then f(x)gS while cl,,f[F]cS, so 
that cl,,f [F] = f [F] and f is closed. Suppose that y 6 G, for G closed in Y. Then 
f’(y)nf’[G]=0.Sincef’(y)=n(x,f’[Y])forsomexEX,thereisSE~such 
thatn(x,f’[tSP])nf~[S]=Q)andf’[G]cf’[S].Itfollowsthaty~S,whileG~S, 
so that 9 is a Wallman base for Y. 0 
The next two results allow us to build closed images of X from Wallman prebases 
of x. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that 9’ is a T, collection of closed sets of X. The collection 
{n (x, 9): x E X} is a partition of X. 
roof. Suppose that for 
n (x, q\(7(2, Y), since x E n (2,9) i 
is SE54with zESandxES. Since9’is 
It f0110ws that n (x, 9) n n (~~9) c 
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In the case in which 9’ is T,, X/9 will denote the decomposition space of X 
whose elements are {n (x, 9’): x E X}. In the following, “saturated” will mean 
“saturated with respect to the decomposition {n (x, 9): x E X}“. 
Corollary 2.3. Suppose that 9’ is a T, collection of closed subsets of a space X. The 
Jollowing are equivalent: 
(a) 9 is a Wallman prebase for X, 
(51 the quotient map q : X + X/9’ is closed, and q[Y] is a Wallman base for X/Y. 
If (a) holds, then X/9 is completely regular and Hausdorfl 
Proof. Note that for S E 9, q+q[S] = S. That is, S E 9’ is saturated, and q[S] is 
closed in X/9’. According to Lemma 2.1, q[ 9-j is TI, q[ Y] is normal if and only 
if 9’ is normal, and (a) and (b) are equivalent. 
For SE 9, X\S is open and saturated, so that q[X\S] is open in X/9’. According 
to the proof of Lemma 2.2, if n (x, 9’) # n (z, 9), there are disjoint sets S,S’ E 9 
with n (x, 9’) E S and n (z, 9’) E S’. If 9’ is normal, there are sets S, ,Si E 9 with 
SC_ X\SI E S’, E X\S’. Then q[X\S,] and q[X\S:] are disjoint open neighbour- 
hoods in X/9 of n (x, 9) and n (z, 9) respectively. According to [3,1.5.G], a TI 
space is completely regular if it has a base for the closed sets satisfying (a) and (b) 
of Definition 1.1, so that X/9 is completely regular and Hausdorff. 0 
We can define an equivalence relation on the collection of Wallman prebases of 
a space X as follows: prebases Y, and 9’z are equivalent if and only if for each 
x E X, n (x, 9,) = n (x, 56). Then 9, and & are equivalent if and only if the 
car responding decomposition spaces are homeomorphic, and there is a I- 1 corre- 
spondence between equivalence classes of Wallman prebases of a space X and 
(homeomorphic) closed images of X. (The above definition makes all Wallman 
bases equivalent, and clearly is not useful for distinguishing between com- 
pactifications.) 
Corollary 2.4. The following are equivalent: 
(a) X is the perfect preimage of a rimcompact space, 
(b) l7( X) contains a Wallman prebase 9 for X for which n (x, 9’) is compact and 
connected for each x E X, 
(c) IT(X) contains a Wallman prebase 9’ for X for which n (x, 3’) is compact for 
each x E X. 
roof. (a) 3 (b) According to [2,2.5], if X is the perfect preimage of a rimcompact 
space, then X is the perfect preimage of a rimcompact space Y under a map f for 
which preimages of points are connected. The preimage of any r-open subset of 
Y is a r-open subset of X, so that f ‘(n( Y)) is the desired Wallman prebase. 
(b) * (c) This is trivial. 
(c) * (a) It is easy to see from the proof of Corollary 2.3 that if S E 9, then q[ S] 
has compact boundary in _&Q’. The result now follows from Corollary 2.3. Cl 
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In [2,3.2], a space X1 is constructed for which the collection {n (x, 17(X,)): x E 
X,} is not a partition of X1 9 so that n(X,) is not a Wallman prebase for X1. The 
space X, is a perfect preimage of a rimcompact space, hence n(X,) contains a 
Wallman prebase. 
A map f: X + Y is irreducible if and only iff[ F] f Y for any proper closed subset 
F of X. A collection % of open sets of X is a v-base for X if for any open set N 
ofxthereis UE% with USN. 
2.5. Suppose that 9’ is a Wallman prebase for X. The quotient map q : X + 
Xl 9 is irreducible if and only if (X \ S: S E 9) is a g-base for X. 
roof. The quotient map q is irreducible if and only if for any nonempty open 
subset U of X, there is x E X with n (x, Y) G U. Since 9 forms a closed base at 
each set of the form n (x, 9’), q is irreducible if and only if for U open in X, there 
is SE 9 with X\ U E S and S # X, thus if and only if (X\S: SE 9’) is a a-base 
for X. Cl 
3. Examples 
The examples in this section will be based on the following construction. A 
collection of infinite subsets of N is called almost disjoint if the intersection of any 
two distinct members is finite. iet 9 denote a maximal family of almost disjoint 
subsets of N. The space N u 9 will have the following topology: each point of f+,l is
isolated, and A E B has as an open base {{h } u (h \ E’): ,F ic a finite subset of IV}. It 
is noted in [4,51] that such spaces are first countable, locally compact, O-dimensional 
and pseudocompact. According to [6,2.1], any compact metric space without iso- 
lated points is homeomorphic to the remainder p(f+J u % )\N u 9 for a suitably 
chosen maximal almost disjoint family 9. 
There is a space X for which n(X) is T1 and normal, but is not a 
Wallman prebase for X. 
Choose a maximal almost disjoint family 9 so that p(kJ u %)\(f+J u 9) is the unit 
interval I. If X = lV u B u {0}, then X is totally disconnected but not O-dimensional. 
Since any r-open set U of X induces, with cl,&, a disconnection of pX\X (for 
example, see [5]), for any such set U either U has compact closure or X\U is 
compact. Then II(X) does not form a closed base at {0}, and thus is not a Wallman 
prebase for X. On the other hand, it is straightforward to show that I7( X) is T1 
and normal. No subring of n(X) is a Wallman prebase for X, since has no 
perfect rimcompact image. 
There is a space 
for i = 1 to 3, to be 
Let Yi, for i z 1 to 3, denote p 
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of Y,, Yz and Y3 formed by collapsing the points 1 of YI\X, and 0 of Y2\X2 to a 
single point pI , and 1 of Y2\X1 with 0 of Y,\X, to a point p2. If X = X, u X2 u X3 u 
{ p, , p2}, then it is easily verified that II(X) is neither ?‘, nor normal. Cl 
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